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Book Descriptions:

breville juicer bje510 manual

We design and manufacture consumer products with the safety of you, boats. Do not use outdoors.
Refer to Assembling your Breville ikon When the safety locking arm is not locked into supported by
the container support extending from Juice Fountain page 7. Ensure the ikon Juice Fountain is
correctly Step 2 disassembled. Refer to Disassembling your Breville The filter bowl surround, juicer
cover and pulp ikon Juice Fountain page 11. Remove the pulp container by tilting the base away
container are dishwasher safe top shelf only. The safety locking arm may not be correctly engaged
Try a slower juicing action. We have 3 BREVILLE Juice Fountain MultiSpeed BJE510XL manuals
available for free PDF download Instruction Book, Manual. The Juice Jug lid can be used to avoid any
splatter. Alternatively you can fit the customdesigned juice nozzle over the juice spout and place a
glass underneath. We design and manufacture consumer products with the safety of you, our valued
customer, foremost in mind. In addition we ask that you exercise a degree of care when using any
electrical appliance and adhere to the following precautions.BREvILLE PROdUCT I A B J C K D L M
N E F O G H A. Unique Direct Central Feed System I. Food Pusher Ensures maximum juice
extraction. For pushing whole fruit and vegetables down the feed chute. B. 3 Inch Extra Wide Feed
Chute Not dishwasher safe Fits larger fruit and vegetables whole. J. DieCast Metal Interlocking
Safety Arm C. Juicer Cover Stops the juicer operating without the Top shelf dishwasher safe juicer
cover locked in place. D. 3 Litre Pulp CBREvILLE PROdUCT S R T P Q P. Custom Designed Juice
Nozzle T. Juice Jug Lid Perfect for mess free juicing straight into Allows juicer to operate with the lid
on, a glass. Top shelf dishwasher safe therefore eliminating any splatter during operation. Place lid
onto juice jug to Q. Cleaning Brush store juice in
refrigerator.http://www.brachet.com.mx/archivos/electrolux-induction-cooktop-manual.xml

breville juicer bje510xl manual, breville juice fountain bje510xl manual, breville
juicer bje510xl instruction manual, breville juicer model bje510xl manual, breville
juicer bje510 manual, breville juicer bje510 manual download, breville juicer bje510
manual pdf, breville juicer bje510 manual free, breville juicer bje510 manual
instructions.

Flat end of brush assists in removal of pulp from the pulp container when juicing large quantities,
nylon brush end NOT SHOWN makes fEnsure the promotional stickers and labels.The safety locking
arm should now be in a vertical position and locked into place on top of the juicer cover. NOTE To
minimize cleaning, line the pulp container with a produce bag to collect the pulp. Pulp can then be
used in other dishes, or as compost for the garden or discarded. 6. Slide the food pusher down the
feed chute byNOTE Ensure vegetables such as beets, The LCD display will illuminate carrots, etc.
have alThis is a safety Blueberries 1 feature. Either tPUSHER, PULP CONTAINER Ensure the juicer
is correctly disassembled. 1. Wash all parts in warm soapy water with Refer to Disassembling your
juicer.NOTE NOTE FOR EASIER CLEANING The filter bowl surround, juicer cover Clean as you go
and avoid dr. Please try again.Please try again.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use
your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Register a free business
account Please try your search again later.The Breville BJE510 Juice Fountain MultiSpeed with
variable speeds is a smart juicer that adjusts speed to extract the maximum juice with minimal
waste. A builtin smart chip increases power to the cutting disc under heavy loads so juicing is
accomplished as efficiently as possible. Juicing Versatility and Power Fruit is largely composed of
water, but its selling point is its nutritional value. How do you extract the juice from fruit, without
leaving the nutrients behind. Breville’s Nutri Disc and patented juicing system extracts more
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nutrients than other juicers and transfers less than 1.8F of heat to protect enzymes and maximize
nutrient absorption of select nutrients. The 900 watt motor has speeds ranging from 6500 rpm for
softer fruits and leafy greens like cantaloupe or spinach to 12500 rpm for maximum extraction from
denser foods like apples or
beets.http://www.willajarmar.pl/userfiles/electrolux-induction-cooktop-service-manual.xml

A smart chip allows the juicer to sense the load and adjust power accordingly, making juicing more
efficient. The uniquely designed juicing system features an extrawide feed chute that is centered
over the shredding disc. This allows for more efficient juicing than systems that introduce
ingredients on the side of the shredding disc. Nutri Disc with titaniumreinforced blades shreds both
hard and soft fruits and vegetables with ease The 900 watt, highgrade 5 speed motor features a
builtin electronic smart chip that increases power to the cutting disc under heavy loads. As a result,
the filter extracts more juice and can make an 8 oz.Product features Heavyduty 900 watt motor with
variable speed control from 6,500rpm to 12,000rpm 5 speed selector with LCD juicing speed guide
to help maximize juice extraction Patented extrawide feed chute 3” wide juice large fruits and
vegetables with little to no cutting or preparation Patented direct central feed system for maximum
juice extraction Nutri Disc with titanium reinforced cutting blades, which ensures the blades stay
sharper for longer, and stainless steel mesh filter basket for spinning out the pulp Noise and
vibration control patented unique direct central feed system, which centers the chute over the Nutri
Disc to minimize vibration and noise Heavy grade polymer body for durability Premium materials
combining high grade stainless steel and diecast alloy for durability. Stainless steel body, micromesh
filter, cutters, and engineeringgrade polymers 1.

2 liter juice jug with froth separator Large capacity pulp container with integrated handle Cord
storage the power cord wraps around feet and clips into position under the base for a reduced
countertop footprint Safety Locking Arm prevents the juicer from operating without the cover locked
into place Overload protection prevents overheating, automatically shutting the machine down when
it senses that the machine is overloaded All materials that come in contact with food are BPAfree,
ensuring safe use Easy cleanup with the included cleaning brush.Amazon calculates a product’s star
ratings based on a machine learned model instead of a raw data average. The model takes into
account factors including the age of a rating, whether the ratings are from verified purchasers, and
factors that establish reviewer trustworthiness. Please try again later. AM 5.0 out of 5 stars I have
some idea of comparisons. 2. Unless you are following the Gershon lifestyle SAVE your money and
DONT buy a Norwalk. Theyre fabulous machines and topquality with a price that commiserates, but
they are huge, cumbersome and more difficult to use. Ive also used a Champion juicer.there are
diehard fans, but I cant get into the Champion line of juicing. They are better built, easier to clean,
and IMO more sanitary. Once Im finished juicing, I rinse the parts in warm water, brush the basket,
and toss in the dishwasher. EasyPeasy! 2. The dial to control the speed is a really big plus for me
and one of the main reasons I chose this model. You can really dialitdown for greens kale, spinach,
etc., and extract more green from the leafy goods. This also allows it to really knock out its
competition of other machines that tout their slower masticating features. This now essentially does
both. 3. The puree blade This is simple to use, just set it in, instead of the razor basket, and it does a
superb job at making baby foods, applesauce, frozen banana icecream etc., etc.

This feature was the second major reason I chose this model. I own a BlendTec professional blender
and the previously mentioned Norwalk. This Breville is on par with those items at a fraction of the
costs with its ability to keep up and literally chew through anything Ive put in there without issue.
Again, for so little money more, its worth having the larger, more capable motor which was the third
big selling point from my perspective. 5. For some reason, this machine does not heat up your juices
which is VERY good. Ive tested the temps and theyre minimal 23 degrees warmer than your starting
point. This matters for those who juice a lot that dont want to loose nutrients. Even at the higher
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speeds for 12 hours of juicing there was minimal heating up. Kudos to Breville on this. Not even the
Norwalk to my surprise and dismay can keep up with that!!! CONS 1. For me, at this point, there
arent any. Im a critic and would be the first in line to offer anything I didnt like or felt was a ripoff.
But Im sincerely pleased and impressed with this juicer. One of the few things kitchen gadgets Ive
purchased in the last couple of years that has been this well rounded, with a good design, and most
importantly worth the money.I received a recommendation for this juicer from a friend who had
been using an earlier Breville model for many years, and as soon as I received this model, I knew it
would also last many years. I havent experienced any of the problems mentioned in the negative
reviews and have a suspicion that most of them are results of misuse. For example, I have been
using the product daily for a long time and the mesh basket still looks brand new. This is because I
soak it in warm soapy water after each use for 5 min, then scrub with the brush that Breville
provides. The people who said the condition of the mesh basket quickly deteriorated probably did
not take the time to clean it properly immediately after each use.

Another problem that people mentioned in negative reviews is the motor stalling. This may be
because the users turned on the machine with food already in the chute. If you read the instructions
however, it mentions that you should never start the machine with the chute loaded. Always drop the
food in after the blades are already spinning. This is VERY IMPORTANT and many people fail to read
this before they try the juicer. A few tips if you buy this machine Be careful if you juice directly into a
glass and not the covered pitcher. If you want the machine to last, dont push it to its maximum
capacity for every use. The manual says the clear parts are dishwashersafe for the top rack, but my
dishwasher did not get the centrifugal part or the spout clean. I would recommending rinsing all
parts with warm water immediately after use. The clear produce bags from the grocery store make
excelled liners for the pulp container. No need to buy the expensive liners from Breville.If youre
comparing this unit to other juicers, they just dont compare. This one comes with a puree disc for
the softer fruits and veggies that otherwise would end up in the pulp bin. Swapping between discs is
super easy, theres no screwing bolts or anything like that, they simply dropright in and off you go. I
love the extrawide chute that accommodates many items whole, and enables faster juicing and less
prep. I appreciate the stainless steel construction, which does not stain and cleans very nicely in the
dishwasher. The included pitcher is handy for separating the foam so you can pour a glass of freshly
squeezed juice without the foam layer. I really like the speed control, which improves the
effectiveness of juicing a variety of items from hard to soft. The machine is super safe, and will not
run if anything is out of place. My only complaint is the NOISE. Wow it sounds like I am running a
jet engine in my kitchen, but its only for a few minutes. Was this review helpful. Give me a YES vote!

Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Not sure if its going to do this with all other
vegetables or if its the texture of the carrot pulp that makes it stick or what. Otherwise it does a
good job, I get more juice than with my other masticating juicer, but Ive noticed the juice flavour is
much more vibrant with the slow juicer, if I hadnt tried both I probably wouldnt have noticed. The
carrot juice from the centrifugal is more bland in comparison. I add ginger to help that out. Cleaning
it is a bit of a pain as I clean it daily, if you use it every few days it probably wouldnt be so bad. The
orange stain from the carrots has built up mainly in the little spout the juice comes out of, which I
find particularly hard to get into to clean. Some might not be bothered by this, its only an aesthetic
issue. I have tried some vegetable oil on a paper towel to remove stains and this works quite well. I
have seen others use Oxyclean to soak parts in beet stains for example for general cleaning of
juicers not this one specifically. But havent tried it as for now Im trying to use more natural
products. The mesh filter is turning orange, and I might have to resort to this eventually. The brush
is handy. In general Id say this juicer does a good job, and doesnt take up as much space as I
thought it would on the counter.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again My first juice
was effortless and fun. Before deciding on this product I read many reviews, blogs, and watched
YouTube videos on various products. I then went to the store to compare various brands, including



several Breville brands for ease of assembly, cleaning, etc. All in all, this product is great. The
previous reviews were not joking in claiming this machine is much quieter. No, its not silent, but in
comparison to many other machines, including the Juiceman, its quiet. Not to mention, my other half
was sound asleep and only 10 away without a stir. So yes, its rather quiet.

My first juice with this machine included one cup of fresh beet greens and one cup of fresh basil,
and this machine chewed it up without issue, actually processing it, not just spitting it out fully
intact like the other machines. The clean up is nice and easy, about 10 min. The reality is that the
cleanup is rather comparable to most pulp ejection juicers, BUT, this machine doesnt have any of
those nuisance joints, cracks, or indents where the food is trapped like in other machines. And I very
much like that the food chute is stainless steel to meet the blade bowl. The design of this product is
very well thought out. I am ecstatic to have the Juice Fountain Multi Speed as a part of my continued
path to better health. Thank you Breville for a fabulous machine. Its worth every penny!Sorry, we
failed to record your vote. Please try again I tried to keep the pulp to use in other recipes, but that
too, was a lot of work. Place a plastic bag inside the pulp section and that helps with clean up. I
think I would have been better to have bought a VitaMix unit and drank the pulp all the good
nutrition thereSorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Still in my kitchen. I dont use as
much as I used to, but the thing has gotten somewhat consistent use for the 7 years I have had it and
it still works great. In the disposable society we live its a good feeling to own a product of lasting
quality.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again I found that because the motor is
basically to the right pulp tends to pile up on the left quite easily. I had to quickly open it to push the
pulp down. Besides that its a pretty awesome juicer.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try
again Its my first juicer and I did quite a bit of research before buying it. After using it for a week,
Im thrilled, and Ive just ordered another one as a gift for my mom. It works beautifully Ive probably
had more vegetables in the last week than I have in the last month.

Its so easy to get nutrients from vegetables and fruit with this machine. Easy to clean, easy to put
together. The only issue I have had is that I used a compost bag to line the pulp container, as
someone else suggested in their review. Its worked very well except for one time when I left the
liner a little too puffy at the top. It got sucked into the machine as soon as it started up which meant
I needed to take it apart and clean the filter carefully. But this was my error so just wanted to add it
to my review so you wont make the same mistake. Use the liner bag, but make sure its tucked in
nicely into the pulp container. I love this machine so glad I bought it.Sorry, we failed to record your
vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again So you can drop a whole
apple and it does all the work. Really handy and well designed. Juice is perfect! Very happy I chose
this particular model. Comes with a one year warranty from Breville themselves so you don’t have to
buy a separate company one. Also comes with a juice recipe book which is greatSorry, we failed to
record your vote. Please try again Recomiendo ampliamente el producto. Recomendado para
aquellos que quieren cambiar su vida.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Anyway,
the Breville BJE510XL is a really good product, made in USA, good material, not too loud and easy to
clean. I like the display with the adjustable speed that allows you to manage the proper speed for
any kind of food. With my juicer, began easy and fun preparing 5 or 10 juice for day. Really
recommended.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again I use it quite often mostly in the
mornings. I put all kinds of hard veggies in it and its amazing. This is the only juicer anyone needs!!
Easy to clean too!! Great buy and great quality!Sorry, we failed to record your vote.

Please try again We gave our Jack Lelaine Juicer away as this Juicer is stronger and so much more
powerful than the others. Sounds like a jet taking off even at half speed and does a fabulous job of
juicing anything weve tried so far.and thats a lot. We veggie juice every day and add fruit as well.
Takes minutes to get a glass of great juice from prep to sipping very little prep needed. Love it and
would recommend it to anyone.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again It is as quiet as



any juicer can be. It is very fast, and the pulp is quite dry. The cleanup is very rapid, all you have to
do is rinse it under running water and it is clean because nothing sticks to it and there are no
corners for pulp to get caught up in. I dont us a dishwasher. Just be very carfull to no brush your
fingers against the blades because they are VERY sharp. Also I really like the plug on the end of the
cord, it is so easy to grasp. The variable speeds are very nice and I think aid in getting the most juice
from the fruit and vegetables. It is a nice looking unit also. Would I buy again Oh yes! Definitely a
winner. I have had other brands through the years but this is the best!Sorry, we failed to record your
vote. Please try again Received the juicer lightning fast from Prime and set it up and then we juiced.
Cleaning only 4 parts so it’s very easy, performance has 5 setting for all different types of fruits and
veggies. Don’t hesitate just buy you won’t regret it.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try
again In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to
the next or previous heading. I decided to purchase this juicer because it has an excellent
Consumers Guide review. Thus it seemed ideal for providing the power needed for the Power Fast I
have just begun. It is easy to take apart for cleaning and the four parts requiring washing are
dishwasher safe.

The chute is large and can easily accomodate a good sized garden tomato, whole cucumbers and
bunched leafy vegetables. What really impressed me was the speed with which vegetables and fruits
were juiced. I particularly liked the choice of five different speed settings since this prevents
splattering. I made one gallon of vegetable juice using a variety of produce ranging from tomatoes,
kale, carrots,celery, peppers, mustard greens, cucumbers and beets plus one apple.all within a 10
minute time span. Cleanup was amazing ly easy. In shortfrom start to finishI juiced all vegetables
thus producing one gallon of liquid, removed all pulp, washed and dried removable parts,
reassembled and stored the machine in ONLY twenty five minutes. The result was a tasty drink full
of vitamins and minerals. I can truthfully state that this machine does EVERYTHING that the
literature and reviews say it does. With all of this in mind, I feel quite comfortable recommending it
to anyone who wishes to juice a large volume of fruits and vegetables within the least amount of
time and who also prefers fast and easy cleanup. Last, but not least, the machine appears to be very
well made, does not budge when used, and is quite attractive on the shelf. Considering all of this, my
purchase was an excellent choice at a very reasonable price. For those that are having a problem
juicing tomatoes, please remember to use the lowest setting. It is very sturdy but light weight. The
appearance is stainless steel and black, which I like. I love the 5 speeds for the different textures I
will be juicing. It was very simple directions to follow and cleaning was a breeze. Just take it apart
and place in warm soapy water. The brush works that comes with product is great for the strainer. It
is a powerful machine, but with low noise in usage. I am hoping that I can make ice drinks also, but
need to read manual yet. I would recommend this for the amateurs, like me, since I am just starting
to juice.

It is costefficient, well worth the investment. I am not pleased that there is only a one year warranty
on the life of the motor.Ebay offers extended warranty at a low price which I wil l be purchasing.
This is it! I bought the juicer as I wanted to try juicing and I wanted something easy to operate and
easy to clean. This juicer did not disappoint. Wow! The juicer was so easy to use and I couldnt get
over how quiet it was when in use. The juicer handled seeds, skin etc and there was just pure juice.
There is a dial that allows ease in juicing everything from citrus foods to denser fruits and
vegetables with ease and no sticking. I loved the fact that the parts were dishwasher safe and it was
simple to assemble and use. I would recommend this juicer highly. Its a pleasure to use. No hassle
cleanup when compared to your typical lesser quality juicers. Very well made and looks good too.
The motor is great and not terribly noisy. I especially like being able to select the amount of power
to use depending on the density of the fruit or vegetable. No waste you can tell that the extraction is
efficient because the pulp is dry in the waste catcher. The only thing better. I plan to advance my
juicing skills as I am new to this whole thing. I did own a cheaper less powerful juicer and it left alot



of pulp. I purchased a Jack La L. juicer and sent it back after reading blogs re Breville. The Breville
also is easy to clean and the BJE510, definately lives up to the claims of all those bloggers. HAPPY
SO FAR and will continue to experiment with other veggeis and fruit. Verisign. The blades are super
sharp so becareful. Also, you can juice a whole orange with peels but I wouldnt recommend it as itll
hurt the motor.thin skins you can put in whole.but then it tastes bitter. Watch the review here Easy
to clean, juices almost anything Little loud Like Share More 2 comments Naomi S. Breville 7 years
ago Great video.

Shame Oscar didnt like his watermelon juice Just a tip for you, you can use an old shopping bag in
the pulp container. When you finished juicing you can just lift the bag of pulp out. Read more of the
container and then youll have one less part to wash. Happy juicing! Like Report The Tings 7 years
ago Thats a fantastic idea and weve since been doing that.washing up is such a breeze. Yea its a
shame he didnt like it but Ive been sneaking in some celery into his orange juice and hes been
drinking it hehehe. Like Report Similar opinion. Write a review on ProductReview.com.au ! Looking
for Juicers. Read the reviews for Torus T1000 Classic Slow 17 reviews Ad Celtic Hero Its fantastic
and extremely fast. Though,you have to ensure that seeds are not fed into the shute, if you wish to
prolong the life of the blades. But the machine will rip through hard seeds, although it is not
recommended in the user manual. If you line the pulp container with a plastic bag,cleaning is a
breeze and shou. Read more ld take less than 5 minutes. The pulp from this juicer is reasonably dry
and the juice taste great. A whole lot better than the juice you get from bottles at the supermarkets.
To sum up, the Breville BJE 510 is an excellent machine for the money. It also has an attachment to
create smooties if you are into these. Its got my vote10 out of 10! Fast juicing, easy cleanup.
Literally sounds like a jet engine taking off. Would not recommend you juice at night if in an
apartment. Like Share More Similar opinion.I am making every morning 16 ounce glass of juice from
apples, oranges, beetroots, or carrots. It extracted well. It is easy to clean and easy to use. Highly
recommend! 1 like Share More Similar opinion. Write a review on ProductReview.com.au ! Find out
how Breville ikon MultiSpeed BJE510 compares to other Juicers Know better, choose better.

Compare all Honestreviews27 AU 15 reviews 26 likes I personally find juicing is a wasteful process,
you seem to throw out a lot of left over product, but we have found that our compost bin is extremely
productive now, so thats a bonus. Its size is an issue, unless youre happy to keep it on the kitchen
bench all the time, its the kind of machine you put back in the cupboard and feel its too much effort
to get it back out. But thats just me personally. It does the job it states it will do, and it does it well.
It does exactly what it states it will do, and it does it well. Very large, bulky piece of equipment. 1
like Share More Similar opinion. Write a review on ProductReview.com.au ! nvp Sydney The sound
when you turn it on is like a jet engine, you know that youve got some serious stuff going on there. It
extracts juice beautifully with the least possible waste. There are 5 different levels for different types
of fruit which helps maximise the juice extracted. The best thing is it helps me to sneak some fruit
and vegetable in my boys diet who never eats fruit and very little vegetable. Quick and easy It is a
bit heavy to move around. So if you want to buy it, make sure you make some room for it on your
kitchen bench. Like Share More Similar opinion.But they are totally worth every cent i paid. The
juicer takes whole fruits i.e whole apples with skin on and pears etc. There is a pulp container which
seperates the pulp from the juice. I have once used the leftover pulp to make a cake and it was
fantastic. Normally i put the Pulp in my vegetable garden which mulchs up nicely. The Juice is pure
and not lumpy. I juice our fruits every couple of days and store in the fridge to have a glass each
morning. Our favourite is grape, apple, pear and pineapple. I dont have a problem at all cleaning
this, just rinse straight after use in hot water and is clean as a whistle. I highly recommend this
juicer, after using this product i dont like the bought juice anymore.

Easy to use, great taste and healthy. Its bulky, but so are all juicers. Like Share More Similar
opinion. Read the reviews for Torus T1000 Classic Slow 17 reviews Ad Sada Greater Melbourne



Metropolitan, VIC 675 reviews 113 likes If you buy this one, you wont need another juicer. We love
to use it during the summer time and the fresh fruit juice smells fantastic. Its easy to clean and all
the parts except the main motor can be put in the dishwasher for easy cleaning. It looks good too
and is easy to use. If you really are going. Read more to be drinking a lot of juice and will use it
regularly, then its def worth it. The brush with the spatula on the handle is really useful for cleaning
the tight places. You can put a plastic bag in the pulp waste container which makes the cleaning
easier. If it was selfcleaning, it would be perfect. Maybe a bit noisy, but thats not really a problem
for me because its really powerful and very quick. When you place the plastic bag for the pulp
container, make sure its a fairly small bag which just covers the container, otherwise, you will be
juicing the plastic bag when you are juicing your fruit. 1 like Share More Similar opinion. Write a
review on ProductReview.com.au ! Ashone AU Like Share More Similar opinion. Write a review on
ProductReview.com.au ! Other Juicers Previous Breville Froojie Fountain BJE520 4.4 38 Optimum
H3000 4.8 24 Optimum 500 4.7 25 Breville Juice Fountain Compact BJE200 4.2 45 See all Juicers
Next DissapointedDriver2012 QLD, 4852 8 reviews 3 likes This machine is so quick and easy to use.
Its fast and easy to clean. Compare all pradaonly In my opinion Breville juicers have been the best
product on the market for home use for years Ikon series continues the tradition. Alternatively
juicers that perform exactly the same job but a little faster cost considerably more too. Caveat if you
avoid full price the unit is absolutely brilliant..


